
ANNOUNCEMENT 
TO ALL CORPORAM/MEDICAM
CUSTOMERS...

www.intercitymed.com

Corporam / Medicam is proud to announce 

that Inter-City Medical, a subsidiary of the 

Inter-City Group, a Canadian leader in the

healthcare domain through its division 

Hôpitel has acquired the company's database 

of customers and will be resuming the 

Canadian manufacturing and distribution 

operations of the Medicam brand of products in 
2its 20,000 sq  Montreal facility.

MEDICAM QUALITY - Medicam is and has always 

been a renowned and a reputable brand in the Medical 

and Aesthetic industries as the construction of its units 

are made ofvery high grade electronic components and 

are extremely reliable and high-performing. 

THE INTER-CITY GROUP - Has been in business for over 60 years and proudly serviced 
its clientele in many different technology markets such as, Healthcare Infotainment and 
Healthcare Educational Media, Video Broadcast and Security systems, Video Conferencing, 
Office Equipment and Healthcare Software solutions. Its expertise and extensive  knowledge 
in the medical market provided it the know-how and synergies to afford Inter-City Medical to 
effectively take over, resume with where Medicam left off some years ago, provide its clientele 
superior service and support and extensively expand Corporam / Medicam sales and 
customer service activities and open new divisions worldwide through an wide-ranging 
distribution channel in addition to targeting new markets and introducing new technologies 
such as: Diode Lasers, Cryolipolysis units, CO2 fractional laser machine and a lot more.  
 
Inter-city Medical will also provide its Medicam product line accessible to all clientele through 
a pure “Medicam Rental Program” which can be cancelled at anytime without penalty along 
with its unique lifetime warranty, optional insurance and accessories coverages. Inter-City 
Medical is also planning to assist anyone willing to open a franchise through its unique 
“Medicam All in One Business Model.”

FREE CLEANING - As a limited time offer, all Corporam / Medicam customers are eligible 

for a free cleaning of their Medicam units. All that is required is to simply respond to this 

email and request a “Preventive Maintenance Service Pak” to be performed on their unit and 

include the following information: Company Name, Address, Phone Number and Model to be 

serviced. Further, Inter-City Medical will as of today provide every customer with the service 

or accessories needed on their units at the wholesale price for a limited time.
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